Note: East and West wings connected only on levels 1 and 2
WEST WING

LEVEL 1
Museum Store
Authentic Alaska Native art and craft, distinctive jewelry and items inspired by Northern design

Muse Restaurant
Imaginative cuisine offered in a lounge-like setting with outdoor patio

Atwood Resource Center (Library and Archives)
Books, maps, photographs on Alaska history and ethnography

LEVEL 2
Smithsonian Arctic Studies Center
Rare Alaska Native heritage objects from the Smithsonian Institution’s National Museum of Natural History and National Museum of the American Indian

Arctic Gallery
Temporary exhibitions exploring the North

LEVEL 3
Temporary exhibitions

LEVEL 4
Chugach Gallery
Temporary exhibitions

Amenities:
Restrooms with baby changing stations on all levels throughout museum. Water dispenser, drinking fountains, lockers, coat racks, ATM, and phone/device charging stations on first floor. Wheelchairs available upon request.

EAST WING

LEVEL 1
Patricia B. Wolf Family Galleries
Family-friendly temporary exhibitions about art and culture

Atrium
Temporary art, history and science exhibitions

Discovery Center
Invent in Co-Lab, create in Art Lab, and explore natural science

Planetarium
Educational, entertaining films and presentations that explore astronomy and the natural world

LEVEL 2
Alaska Exhibition Gallery
The Alaska exhibition tells Alaska’s story through multiple voices and perspectives

2nd Floor Atrium
Temporary exhibitions

Northeast Narratives Gallery
Temporary exhibitions with a Northern focus

LEVEL 3
Art of the North Galleries
Reflects the regional landscape; themes include exploration, lifestyles and portraits